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Issues and Response Report for the stakeholder consultation

Farm Owners near and within EPL 8727

Name Organisation Contact No.

Immanuel Katali EAP - I.N.K Enviro Consultants +264 818035825

Piet Labuschagne Neighbouring Farm and Local Farmer’s Union Representative +264 852371642

Tinus Nel Farm Burgershof +264 811294102

Johannes Farm Bonnie Brae +264 812881084

Petrus Enkali Oropooko Farm +264 811242197

Bruno Nebe Resttlement Farm +264811283241

Comments/Issues and Relevant Responses
Comment Response

Are we required to move our
farms?

At this stage, it’s only exploration activities with an attempt to discover
any minerals to be mined for commercial purposes. If minerals are found,
another ECC application and EIA process will be conducted for the Mining
License and assess only the specific area to be mined.

Thank you for sharing the
information.

Noted.

Is this company part of B2Gold
because we also had people
from B2Gold contacting us
about the area.

No, this is different from B2Gold and it is a different company.

We understand that this area is
already known for mining since
there is B2Gold located just
next to this EPL and therefore I
don’t think there is anything
much we can do.

Though there is already B2Gold, environmental consideration and
potential impacts still have to be considered and assessed in order to
minimize these impacts which could affect people, animals, water quality
and plants in the area, hence this EIA process.

You should bear in mind that
most of these farms are
resettlement farms and some of
the owners are not always on

Noted. We have gone as far as contacting the Farmer’s Union to share
information with the local farmers and shared our details with farmers
that could not be available. We have telephonically contacted those not
available to share the information. The farmer’s Union has been of much
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the farms and could possibly
not receive the information.

help.
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